Improve student performance and
classroom collaboration
Benefits to IT administrators
Optimized Technology Investment
Innovative
technologies

Minimal cost

Efficient
workflows

Increased
engagement

IT administrators want to deliver innovative technologies with minimal
cost while maintaining data security and regulatory compliance. Sharp
enables admins to integrate paper and digital data, filling the gaps
between new and traditional workflows and increasing the efficiency
for both instructors and students.
Sharp’s integrated solution allows institutions to enhance the user
experience with Blackboard Learn.

Benefits to instructional designers and educators
Increased Classroom Engagement
Instructional designers and educators want to maximize classroom
learning, collaboration and student engagement. Sharp’s exciting and
innovative solutions, integrated with Blackboard, help educators, staff
and students embrace technologies and new education processes for
the 21st century campus.
Sharp’s products and solutions combined with Blackboard help improve
student achievement and engagement.

Experience the integrated solutions
from Sharp and Blackboard
See what it can do for your institution
Assignment submission
Sharp’s integration with Blackboard’s flagship learning management
system, Blackboard Learn, enables students to print and scan
assignments from any connected Sharp multifunctional printer (MFP)
directly to the students’ Blackboard Learn courses. This streamlined
process can ultimately help increase the timeliness and flexibility of
student assignment submissions.

Classroom collaboration

Workflow efficiency
Select Sharp partner program
members have applications that
are compatible with Blackboard
products and services.

Interactive classrooms provide higher impact learning for improved
education quality. Blackboard Learn and Blackboard Collaborate™,
Blackboard’s Web conferencing solution built for education, displays
beautifully on the Sharp AQUOS BOARD® interactive display system,
helping to bring collaboration and creativity into the classroom. The
AQUOS BOARD interactive display’s open architecture yields
seamless integration with Blackboard products and services so you
can take collaboration to the next level.

Remark®

When paired with the Kaltura video platform, educators can access
features, such as screen recording through Kaltura CaptureSpace,
directly from the AQUOS BOARD display. Big-screen learning
experiences can also now be recorded, shared and replayed from
within the Kaltura platform anywhere, from any device. Kaltura
paired with Sharp offers a more connected, interactive learning
experience both inside and outside the classroom.

Automated grading
solution with Gravic®
Remark, integrated
with Blackboard Learn.

The Sharp AQUOS BOARD interactive display helps enable
a personalized and collaborative environment by wirelessly
communicating with mobile devices using applications including
MirrorOP and Splashtop®.

PaperCut MF®®
Print cost accounting
management
with PaperCut MF
Blackboard Transact™.
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